
486 Sip Error Code
Note: All response codes below are defined by (RFC3261) unless otherwise noted. Available
Formats: CSV. SIP Response Codes - Learn Session Initiation Protocol in simple and easy steps
using this beginner's tutorial Network Elements, Basic Call Flow, Messaging, Response Codes,
Headers, Session Description Protocol, The 486 Busy Here.

(These codes do not map directly to SIP error codes either.)
17, 486, USER_BUSY, user busy (Q.850), This cause is used
to indicate that the called party.
Code: (2015-06-09 18:04:15) VERBOSE(6033)(C-00000196) app_dial.c: -- Called what the
INVITE to the phone looks like as well as the full SIP 486 response. A look at the difference
between the 486 'User Busy' and the 603 'Decline' SIP response. Microsoft® Lync™ Server
2013 & Bell Canada SIP Trunk to replace the Error Response with a “486 Busy Here” (see
Section 4.13 on page 71). 2.

486 Sip Error Code
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COMMON SIP ERROR CODES. 480 Temporarily Unavailable – Callee
currently unavailable. 486 Busy Here (ENGAGED) – Callee is busy. 400
Bad Request. a specific error code can be retrieved by calling
GetVaxObjectError() method. Example This parameter specifies SIP
response status code (486, 423 etc).

A training video I produced that looks at the difference between a 486
'Busy Here' and 603 'Decline' SIP response code. Post also includes
*.pcap downloads. Equivalence between SIP response codes and CCA's
telephony result code. Avatar. Stephen Bronnec Therefore, it will
receive SIP or ISDN result codes at the end of each call. Depending on
these result Busy, 17, 486. No answer, 19, 204. What is Error 580 SIP
Response Code messages and meanings of numeric codes for server
applications using this protocol.
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For example, a gateway might map ISUP
cause code 34 ("No circuit/channel is
available") to SIP response code 486 ("Busy
here"). Based on a response code.
The IMG acts as a User Agent (UA) and can interoperate with SIP
proxies. 380 Responses (they will be mapped to 410 Gone error code
and released) The 486 message with cause 17 that indicates User Busy is
sent out by IMG to SIP. SIP Training - Examining the 486 'Busy Here'
and 603 'Decline' SIP List of SIP response codes – Wikipedia, the … –
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). returns a 486 SIP response to
Switchvox, which then rolls over to voicemail received some error code
from the provider (or the provider didn't respond). IMS- VOLTE- SIP -
Kiran Koona. error 401 -_ Unauthorized, Authentication is needed 402 -
_ Payment required 486 -_ busy here 487 -_ request terminated, 23.
(0266)_ RIL_REQUEST_IMS_SEND_SMS ( messageRef = 6,
errorCode = -1. The Mobicents SIP servlet container appears to handle
error responses differently Error response received is a 486, but I don't
believe this matters (any non of sequential forking (based on the error
code) has to be dealt on the caller side. This page lists the SIP Response
Codes and their associated definition Ambiguous. 486. Busy Here. 487.
Request Terminated. 488. Not Acceptable Here. 491.

Several of today's commercial routers implement SIP ALG (Application-
level gateway), and come's SIP Response Codes: SIP Requests are
answered with SIP responses, of which there are 6 classes: 1xx through
6xx. 486 – Busy Here

My company has created a SIP user agent for our new android product
using 'liblinphone user agent, it rejects the call with either a 488 or 486
SIP error code.



SIP response codes are consistent with HTTP/1.1 response codes but not
all the UAS tries to use more explanatory responses like 486 Busy Here
if possible.

With the Cause Code Mapping feature, the NOTIFY message sent by
CUBE to a Customer Voice Portal (CVP) Received: SIP/2.0 486 Busy
Here Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 9.40.3.231:5060 486 Busy here response sent in
NOTIFY by CUBE

Seems like it's more of a trunk busy error, not a far end busy error but? is
the option labeled "Trunk provider responds to request with an error
code". IP addresses etc to protect the innocent :-) IP:x.x.x.x:5060 = my
sip trunk IP with Level3. Look for error code "Connection.cxx:486 /
Exception on socket 41 code: 113" Error
sip:9999@192.168.1.117:5783,transport=TCP SIP/2.0 _ Via:
SIP/2.0/TCP. That said, this feels a bit as a hack, as different error codes
may trigger the same That's a good point, but the idea with the SIP
plugin was to make it as easy ignoring the hangup event when 486 code,
i though the same fix lorenzo did,. Traces of various SIP requetss and
response in presence are are follows : Code. Category. Description. 1xx,
Provisional, The request has been received and processing is continuing.
2xx, Success, An ACK, to indicate that 486 Busy Here

The SIP stack will return SIP Error-Response-Codes in various
situations. For trouble shooting, it is 486 Busy Here: Called Party busy.
404 Not Found: Called. SIP Error Codes & SIP Trunk Troubleshooting
Outbound calls fail with SIP error 488 (Not Accepted Here) or I-SUP
errors 58 17, 486 Busy here, user busy. Error and Warning Dictionary
not resolve or resolves to an non-public IP address, 13255: Dial-_Sip:
Dialing.sip.twilio.com addresses is not currently allowed.
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4.5 SIP response codes. not use a SIP response code for rerouting of a call. requesting SIP entity
receives a 483, 486 or 503 response code, it can send.
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